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Algorithm Design for Row-Column Multiplication 
of N-Dimensional Rhotrices 
Ezugwu E. Absalom1, Abiodun O. Ajibade2,  Junaidu B. Sahalu3 
Abstract: In this paper, a generalized formula for an alternative 
row-column multiplication method for rhotrices is presented. 
The concept established in this paper follows the basic 
rudiment of mathematical axioms that prove the existing 
relationships between rhotrices and matrices. This is an 
extension of the same work presented on rhotrices of order 
three. 
Keywords  
 
n alternative row-column multiplication method for 
rhotrices was suggested by B. Sani [3]. His work 
considered a comparative relationship on some 
common properties that relate and link rhotrices 
multiplication to that of the well-known row-column 
matrices multiplication. The purpose of this extract is to 
present a formalized equation representing the row
-
column multiplication of some objects, which are in 
some ways between n x n dimensional matrices and 
(2n-1) x (2n-1) dimensional matrices for further 
mathematical enrichment. The name rhotrix came up as 
a result of the rhomboid nature of the arrangement of 
some mathematical arrays, which can simply be seen as 
the combination of matrices [1]. A rhotrix R is called a 
real rhotrix or an integer rhotrix if all its entries belong to 
the set of real numbers or set of integer numbers 
respectively [2]. Rows and column definition of a rhotrix: 
A set of rhotrices of dimension three was defined in [2] 
and extension in the dimension was considered 
possible. For instance, a set of rhotrices of dimension 
five can be defined as 
 
 
 
And similarly its rows and columns defined in the following order of arrangements 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Respectively. 
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In an attempt to answer the question of “devising a 
suitable method of solving rhotrices multiplication 
without having to first perform any form of transformation 
to coupled matrix and visa-versa” posed in [3][4], an 
alternative method for multiplication of n-dimensional 
rhotrices is therefore presented, and thus recorded as 
follows: 
nt
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tntntntnnt
tnnn
b
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                                                                                                                                                                                                  ……………….. (1.1) 
 
The subscript n in equation (1.1) denotes the dimension 
of the rhotrix, where t = (n+1)/2 and t is the column 
order of rhotrix Rn and Qn respectively, so that if n=3, 
then t=(3+1)/2 = 2. If n=5, t=3 and if n=9, t=5. If we 
view a rhotrix as having odd rows as the main entries 
and even rows as the heart entries all positioned side by 
side each other, then we can generalize, by  
defining the rows and columns of rhotrix main entries as: 
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Respectively and similarly for the hearts entries. 
Suppose we now represent the n-dimensional rhotrices 
in equation (1.1)  
 
 
by n ik R a and Qn bkj where aik and bkj represent the 
aik and bkj elements respectively. The multiplication will 
then be as follow: 
 
t
k
t
k
kjikjkikljijnn bababaQR
1
1
1
212 )()1()(   
                                                                                                                                                                        ……………… (1.2)
 
12Zn  
2/)1(nt
 
andnji .,,.........3,2,1,  
tk ,.......,3,2,1
 for i mod 2 = 1: =1 
1.......,6,4,2 tk
 for i mod 2 = 0: =0 
Hence, the row-column rhotrix multiplication method is 
similar to matrix multiplication. However, in this case 
odd rows of aij multiply odd columns of bij, while even 
rows of aij will then multiply even columns of bij. 
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Algorithm 1: Rhotrix multiplication algorithm For   
i: 1 to n 
if i mod 2 ≠ 0 
{ 
col: upperbound = (n+1) / 2 
β = 1 
} 
Else 
{ 
col: upperbound = (n-1) / 2 
β = 0 
} 
For j: 1 to upperbound 
For k: 1 to upperbound 
R[i,j] = R[i,j]  + β*A[i,k] * B[2k-1,j] + (1- β) *A[i,k]*B[2k,j] 
Endfor 
Endfor 
Endfor
 
Consider any two rhotrices say R9 and Q9: 
 
99 QR     
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122131
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b
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bbbbbbb
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bbbbbbb
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                                                                                                                                                                      ……………… ( 1.3)
We then define multiplication of any two rhotrices using 
the row-column multiplication method similar to that of 
the matrices without any special consideration of the 
rhotrix hearts as separate entities on their own. Similar to 
the  
addresses used in identifying the row-column entries in 
a matrix, we associate the entries in a rhotrix by specific 
symbols (indexes) which run through all the entries as in 
the rhotrices R9 and Q9 above respectively. Thus, the 
multiplication will then be as follows: 
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9115711451133112111111   ++ bababababaR  
9215721452133212121112   ++ bababababaR  
9315731453133312131113   ++ bababababaR  
9415741454133412141114   ++ bababababaR  
9515751455133512151115   ++ bababababaR  
 
9135713451333132113131   ++ bababababaR  
9235723452333232123132   ++ bababababaR  
9335733453333332133133   ++ bababababaR  
9435743454333432143134   ++ bababababaR  
9535753455333532153135   ++ bababababaR  
 
9155715451533152115151   ++ bababababaR  
9255725453533252125152   ++ bababababaR  
9355735453533352135153   ++ bababababaR  
9455745454533452145154   ++ bababababaR  
9555755455533552155155   ++ bababababaR  
 
9175717451733172117171   ++ bababababaR  
9275727452733272127172   ++ bababababaR  
9375727353733372137173   ++ bababababaR  
9475747454733472147174   ++ bababababaR  
9575757455733572157175   ++ bababababaR  
i = 1, j, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, where i is odd 
 
i = 3, j, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, where i is odd 
 
i = 5, j, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, where i is odd 
 
i = 7, j, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, where i is odd 
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9195719451933192119191   ++ bababababaR  
9295729452933292129192   ++ bababababaR  
9395739453933392139193   ++ bababababaR  
9495749454933492149194   ++ bababababaR  
9595759455933592159195   ++ bababababaR  
 
812461234122212121  ++ babababaR  
822462234222222122  ++ babababaR  
832463234322232123  ++ babababaR  
842464234422242124  ++ babababaR  
 
814461434142214141  ++ babababaR  
824462434242224142  ++ babababaR  
834463434342234143  ++ babababaR  
844464434442444144  ++ babababaR  
 
816461634162216161  ++ babababaR  
826462634262226162  ++ babababaR  
836463634362236163  ++ babababaR  
846464634462446164  ++ babababaR  
818461834182218181  ++ babababaR  
828462834282228182  ++ babababaR  
838463834382238183  ++ babababaR  
i = 9, j, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, where i is odd 
 
i = 2, j, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, where i is even 
 
i = 4, j, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, where i is even 
 
i = 6, j, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, where i is even 
 
 
i = 8, j, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, where i is even 
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848464834482448184 ++ babababaR
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The resulting multiplicand of the two rhotrices, R9 Q9 is also given in the form shown below: 
 
Let R9    Q9 = R =
95
758494
5564748393
35445463738292
152434435362728191
14233342526171
1322324151
122131
11
R
RRR
RRRRR
RRRRRRR
RRRRRRRRR
RRRRRRR
RRRRR
RRR
R
 
 
By comparing entries, we have the following resultant equations:Those entries for which i assumes odd values are 
calculated as: 
R11=
5
1
1121
K
kKba  , R12=
5
1
1221
K
kKba , R13=
5
1
1321
K
kKba ,   R14= 
5
1
1421
K
kKba
   
, R15= 
5
1
1421
K
kKba  
R31=
5
1
1123
K
kKba  , R32=
5
1
1223
K
kKba , R33=
5
1
1323
K
kKba  , R34=
5
1
1423
K
kKba , R35=
5
1
1523
K
kKba  
R51=
5
1
1125
K
kKba  , R52=
5
1
1225
K
kKba  , R53=
5
1
1325
K
kKba  , R53=
5
1
1325
K
kKba  , R53=
5
1
1325
K
kKba  
While those entries for which i takes an even values are similarly calculated as: 
R21=
4
1
122
K
kKba ,R22=
4
1
222
K
kKba ,R23=
4
1
322
K
kKba ,R24=
4
1
422
K
kKba     
R41=
4
1
124
K
kKba ,R42=
4
1
224
K
kKba ,R43=
4
1
222
K
kKba ,R44=
4
1
422
K
kKba    
 
 
Splitting equation (1.2), the summations are as follows: 
 
The differences between these two summations are 
reflected in the two upper bounds (i.e. t, and t-1), and 
for index b (i.e.  
 
2k-1 and 2k-0). We want to devise a generalized formula 
to handle these two sets of entries. Consider the 
function:
 
 
 
Replacing 1 and 0 with f(i) in the index of b in equations (1.4) and (1.5) respectively, we have:  
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 Similarly consider these two functions: 
 
 
 
Replacing only the differences in equations (1.6) and (1.7), for the upper bounds 3 and 2, and 5 and 4 respectively 
we obtain the equations: 
For n = 5 
 
For n = 9 
 
 
This approach can further be extended to n-dimensional rhotrices, finally let us consider the function 
 
Hence from equation (1.1), we know that t= (n+1)/2, therefore, n = 2t-1, by substituting t and              t-1for the 
function h (i), we obtain this equation. 
 
Equation (1.10) can further be expressed as: 
 and by substituting the value of p into equation (1.10), we have 
 
Algorithm 2: Extended row-column multiplication 
For  
i: 1 to n 
 P=: ½((-1)i+1+1) 
 For j: 1 to t 
             For k: 1 to t 
                   R [i,j] = R[i,j]  + A[i,k]*B[2k-p,j] 
 Endfor 
      Endfor 
Endfor 
 
 
In this paper, we have shown a more simplified 
method of rhotrix row-column multiplication by taking a 
holistic approach in deriving a new form of a generalized 
equation, the approach used in this paper does not 
require any form of rhotrix transformation to either matri
x 
or coupled matrix before any possible multiplication 
could be achieved. The approach and results analyzed 
shows that the equations (1.2) and (1.13) can be used 
to solve rhotrices of any dimension and yet gives the 
same result equivalent to the initial method proposed 
[3]. 
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